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SUMMARY REPORT

BIG DATA DAY BAKU 2015

The Internet Services, Web and Mobile Applications, Pervasive Communication widely available today that are
meeting many of our needs have stimulated production of tremendous amounts of data (call metadata, texts,
emails, social media updates, photos, videos, location, etc.). Even with the power of today’s modern computers it
still big challenge for business and government organizations to manage, search, analyze, and visualize this vast
amount of data as information. Over 90% of this information is unstructured, what means data does not have
predefined structure and model. Generally, unstructured data is useless unless applying data mining, data
extraction and advanced data analytics techniques. At the same time, just in case if you can process and understand
your data, this data worth anything, otherwise it becomes useless.
Big Data Day Baku 2015 is the first Data-Centric event is planned to be held in Baku, Azerbaijan, 16 May 2015
hosted by the Qafqaz University and organized by CeDAWI (Applied Research Center for Data Analytics and Web
Insights) resident of the QUTechnopark and IEEE Computer Society Azerbaijan Chapter in co-operation with local
and international companies including Oracle, EMC, Microsoft, Azercell, ATL Group. The event’s main goal is to
increase public awareness of new opportunities and challenges brought by Big Data, share experience with industry
and government on the development of state-of-the-art Data Analysis technologies, attract youth to make career
and do outstanding research in Data Science.

CONFERENCE SCOPE
Following topics were covered:







Big Data Era - How Big is Big Data?
Big Opportunities and Challenges brought by Big Data - Big Data Use Cases
Big Data Infrastructure
Open Source Platforms and Technologies for Big Data Analytics
Hadoop Ecosystem
Large-Scale Data Management Life Cycle

WELCOMING AND OPENING CEREMONY

The conference started with Opening and Welcoming Ceremony at the Qafqaz University. Dean of Engineering
Faculty at the Qafqaz University Assoc.Prof. Yadullah Babayev addressed to participants with short welcoming
speech.

PLENARY SPEECHES
Assoc.Prof., Abzetdin Adamov, Computer Engineering Dep. at the
Qafqaz University / Founding Director, Applied Research Center for
Data Analytics and Web Insights (CeDAWI).
Speech Title: Doing Multidisciplinary Research in Data Science.
Abstract: In this speech we will answer questions like followings What
is Big Data Value? What is the relationship between Big Data and Data
Science? What is Data Science and isn't? Is data science something just
Google, Facebook and other Internet giants can benefit from? Use
cases of Big Data and Analytics across different domains. We will go
through Big Data Management Life-cycle and how it involves Data
Science and Data Engineering areas for implementing Data Mining
Techniques.

Effrosyni Psychogiou, Big Data Product Leader ECEMEA Region at
Oracle Hellas, Greece
Speech Title: Building a Big Data Management System.
Abstract: We’re going through a complete transformation because of
big data with digitization and datafication as the main driving forces of
data disruption. These twin forces drive big data disruption and the rise
of the data capital. In this session, we will address the key challenges
organisations face, offering solutions on how to build a secure Big Data
management system that provides simplified access and can help
organization discover value and make predictions from their data
capital in a timely fashion.

Vitaly Kozlovsky, PhD, EMC Corporate Office of the Chief Technology
Officer, Russia
Speech Title: EMC Big Data Technology Vision.
Abstract: The evolution of the industry leads to the emergence of new
key elements that have a certain value and influencing consumers.
Mobile technologies, social networks, cloud services and Big Data are
setting new requirements for modern IT architecture. The primary
focus of the presentation is the transition from the second to the third
IT platform. The general characteristics of emerging challenges are
highlighted, on the other hand, several proposals, based on EMC
Technology Vision, are demonstrated.

Ramin Orujov, Information Services Unit Head, Azercell Telecom LLC.
Speech Title: Big Data Analytics in Telecommunication Business
Abstract: Speech will cover following topics:
1.Why big data for telecom companies?
2.New opportunities for business
3.Big Data and big challenges
4.Big Data Analytics adoption in mobile operators
5.Future trends

Anar Taghiyev, Specialized Engineer (P-TSP), R.I.S.K. Company
Speech Title: Options of storage and big data processing in Microsoft
Azure.
Abstract: Azure Storage - is a single distributed secure storage for
different data types, which allows each user to store petabytes of data
without having to think about the infrastructure and investments.
Microsoft Azure offers a host of services for building cloud sites,
solutions and services. Along with these basic and most popular service
that we've already covered in Azure there is a range of specialized
services for working with big data.

Jamal Shahverdiyev, Head of IT department at ATL Group.
Speech Title: Open Source Platforms and Technologies for Big Data
Analytics.
Abstract: During the speech theoretical issues like security,
performance requirements, experience prerequisites of ClauderaHaddop installation will be covered. Also, installation process will be
demonstrated practically.

Rahim Ahmedov, Expert Engineer, Azercell Telecom LLC.
Speech Title: Hadoop Ecosystem.
Abstract: Following member-tools of Hadoop ecosystem will be
reviewed:
History of Hadoop, Hadoop core components, HDFS, MapReduce,
YARN, Hadoop related projects, HBASE, Zookeeper, HIVE, Beyond
MapReduce – Online analytics, Apache Spark.
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